
 

     HIGH NOON is a November, 2017 LVCA dvd donation to the Hugh 

Stouppe Memorial Library of the Heritage United Methodist Church in 

Ligonier, Pennsylvania. Below is Kino Ken’s review of that classic 

western film on dvd. 

16 of a possible 20 points                                      **** of a possible ***** 

United States   1952   black-and-white   84 minutes   live action 

feature western drama   Stanley Kramer Productions    

Producers: Stanley Kramer and Carl Foreman 

 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

(j) designates a juvenile performer 

Points: 

1           Direction: Fred Zinnemann 

2           Editing: Elmo Williams* and Harry Gerstad* 

2           Cinematography: Floyd Crosby* 

2           Lighting: Vic Jones* and Homer Plannette* 

1           Screenplay: Carl Foreman based on the story “The Tin Star”   



                               by John W. Cunningham 

             Script Clerk: Sam Freedle 

2           Music: Dimitri Tiomkin* 

             Music Editing: George Emick 

             Orchestrators: Manuel Emanuel, Paul Marquardt,  

                                         Herbert Taylor 

             Song: “Do Not Forsake Me Oh My Darling” by Dimitri Tiomkin 

                           with lyrics by Ned Washington 

2            Production Design: Rudolph Sternad      

              Art Direction: Ben Hayne 

              Set Decoration: Murray Waite* 

              Wardrobe: Joe King and Ann Peck 

              Makeup: Gustaf Norin 

1            Sound: Jean Speak, John Speak 

1            Acting 

2            Creativity 

16 total points 

 

Cast: Gary Cooper* (Will Kane), Thomas Mitchell (Jonas Henderson), 

Lloyd Bridges (Deputy Harvey Pell), Katy Jurado (Helen Ramirez), 

Grace Kelly (Amy Kane), Otto Kruger (Judge Percy Mettrick), 

Lon Chaney *(Martin Howe), Henry Morgan (William Fuller), 

Ian MacDonald (Frank Miller), Eve McVeagh (Mildred Fuller), 

Harry Shannon (Cooper), Lee Van Cleef (Jack Colby, gunslinger), 

Bob Wilke (James Pearce, gunslinger), Sheb Woolley* (Ben Miller, 

gunslinger), Tom London (Sam), Morgan Farley (Minister Dr. Mahin), 

Lee Aaker (j)(Boy), Guy Beach (Coffinmaker Fred), Jeanne Blackford 

(Mrs. Henderson), Larry Blake (Saloon Owner Gillis),  



Howland Chamberlain* (Hotel Clerk), Virginia Christine  

(Mrs. Simpson), Cliff Clark (Ed Weaver), John Doucette (Trumbull), 

Paul Dubov (Scott), Jack Elam (Charlie, jailed drunk), Dick Elliott 

(Kibbee), Virginia Farmer (Mrs. Fletcher), Tim Graham (Sawyer), 

Tom Greenway (Ezra), Harry Harvey (Coy), Nolan Leary (Lewis), 

Merrill McCormick (Mr. Fletcher), James Millican  

(Deputy Sheriff Herb Baker), William “Bill” Phillips* (Barber),  

William Newell (Jimmy, drunk with eye patch), Lucien Prival* 

(Joe, the Ramirez Saloon bartender), Ralph Reed (Johnny), 

Charles Soldani (Indian outside of saloon), Ted Stanhope* 

(Station Master), Slim Talbot (Barber Shop customer), others  

   

     HIGH NOON is somewhat of a misnomer. The real action doesn’t 

begin until several minutes after that time. 

     A train arrives at midday as scheduled in the prospering hamlet of 

Hadleyville, located somewhere west of the Rockies and east of the 

Coastal Ranges. On it is pardoned convict Frank Miller, who has sworn 

to kill the man who arrested him and put his rowdy gang temporarily 

out of commission. Three sidekicks await his presence on the station 

platform, one of them being Frank’s impatient brother Ben. This 

quartet of troublemakers intends to turn the main street of 

Hadleyville into a shooting gallery. They don’t seem to care how many 

citizens get killed in the process of wreaking vengeance on Sheriff  

Will Kane. 

     In a master stroke of awkward timing, Kane is preoccupied with 

wedding rites – his own. Quaker Amy Fowler is the not-so-lucky bride 

whose big day is about to get quite a bit noisier than anticipated. The 

pair has hardly been formally hitched before Hadleyville’s 



stationmaster interrupts cheerful celebration in the general store with 

telegraphed news of Miller’s imminent return to their peaceful 

community. Hardly has outgoing sheriff removed tin badge before a 

crime wave looms. Making matters worse, the incoming replacement 

for Kane won’t be available for peacekeeping until the next day.  

     All the same, Will is urged to proceed with his planned immediate 

honeymoon. Why not? It’s a perfectly good excuse to leave town and 

outrun danger. 

     Ah, but Kane can’t live with the prospect of being viewed as a 

coward. That onus is just plain intolerable. So he turns around the 

wagon carrying himself and his bride away from danger and heads 

them both back into a rendezvous with disaster. Does Kane expect a 

faithful Quaker to strap on a gun and reinforce him? If so, he may be 

whistling in the dark. For Amy tells him in no uncertain words he can’t 

count on any support from her for violence. No matter how evil or 

threatening Frank Miller and his cronies may be. 

     All right. Message received. The hearer gives up on reluctant bride 

for the time being, accepting her unhelpful decision to leave by rail on 

the same train bringing Mr. Trouble himself. This determined lady is 

going to have her honeymoon in timely fashion, with or without a 

partner. 

     Kane has at least two default reinforcements: swaggering deputy 

Harvey Pell and civic-minded Herb Baker. Neither has any clout with 

other townsfolk. They fail to entice even one additional assistant to 

report for deputy duty in this emergency. 

     Pell has an outsize ego, rubbed raw by learning his current mistress 

is a Kane discard. Mrs. Ramirez stirs the boiling pot even further by 

accusing Harvey of acting like a child. He’s already sore about being 



passed over for promotion to acting sheriff, something he believes 

occurred with Kane’s assent, if not his recommendation. Well, with 

his apparent nemesis hightailing it to safer surroundings, Harvey is 

just the man to take charge and hold down the fort until a successor 

arrives. As a matter of fact, another new face won’t be necessary in 

the office. Harvey will maintain order quite competently without him. 

He won’t even have to change residence. 

     Pell may wish to stay, but Helen Ramirez sees only folly in doing so. 

She sells out her share of a store business to silent partner Ed Weaver 

as preparation for quick departure. Ed fears to treat with her openly, 

instead using hotel back steps as approach route. Mrs. Ramirez is of 

foreign extraction, a widow with one very lively entertainment 

sideline. Her reputation isn’t a shining one. She’s held in particularly 

low esteem by Hadleyville’s female population. If former lover Frank 

Miller is returning within an hour or so, she had better clear out fast. 

Unless she plans to become a bone of contention between him and 

Harvey. 

     The overreaching deputy proposes helping Kane but makes it 

contingent upon the sheriff’s turning over his badge of office to him. 

When Will refuses such blackmail, Pell unpins what he now considers 

a liability, tossing that unprofitable piece of tin on Kane’s desk and 

then hanging up holster and pistol on a peg as he leaves in a huff. 

     One helper down. Still, a bushel of possibilities remain for 

recruitment. Kane strides off, pistol loaded, to find more amenable 

comrades-in-arms. His initial stop is Hadleyville’s bustling saloon, 

where he finds to his astonishment most patrons are partial to the 

freely spending Miller bunch. Only a drunk with one working eye 

sympathizes with his plight.  



     The rest are repelled by Kane’s hypocrisy. Apparently he’s been 

lording it over them during his tenure as law officer, selectively 

enforcing rules, occasionally crossing the line into criminal behavior 

himself when aggravated by insult. He’s allowed Mrs. Ramirez a very 

loose rein in pursuit of unethical social relationships. Yet he chastises 

a presumably delinquent juvenile for smoking and jails one drunk 

while permitting another free access to liquor in the saloon. Such 

inconsistency doesn’t win friends or keep them. 

     Finding no supporters in his first scouting, Kane then visits a retired 

law enforcement officer. Martin is weary of gunplay and arthritic. 

He’s not the man to second anyone in a shootout.  

     Justice of the Peace Percy Mettrick isn’t planning to stick around to 

see what will happen. He’s the fellow who sentenced Miller to prison 

and is certain the outlaw has him second on his wipeout list. He’d 

rather be a moving target than a stationary one. Kane should follow 

his example. 

     What about worshippers filling pews at the church where the man 

with a badge rarely bothers showing his face? Neither its minister nor 

a bossy mayor attending welcome his entreaty for aid on this fateful 

morning. Why stick their noses into a personal vendetta involving 

local hooligans and a newly retired lawman? What has Will done to 

help them lately? Oh, he’s made it safe for women to stroll 

boardwalks in Hadleyville. Or was that made possible by a team of 

alert deputies which in happier times enforced civility? Mayor Jonas 

Henderson can’t wait to see Kane leave for good. He’s a magnet for 

bloodshed. An up-and-coming place like theirs won’t attract 

investment from settlements up north if its streets are reported to be 

battlegrounds.       



     Increasingly disgusted, Will finally gets around to calling on 

businessman and old buddy William Fuller. Fuller isn’t about to 

volunteer himself as target, using his wife’s lies to wriggle out from 

the necessity of refusing Kane’s request face to face. If he can’t even 

find sufficient courage to talk openly to a pal, Fuller surely isn’t 

someone to rely on when confronting a pack of blatantly pugnacious 

ruffians. 

     Kane’s last obvious candidate for backup weasels out when 

informed there have been no other willing deputies sworn in. 

Numbers count for a lot. Present calculations weigh overwhelmingly 

in favor of Mr. Miller and his cronies. 

     Curious, isn’t it, how the sheriff misjudges nearly every male in 

town. 

     Time ticks on throughout these encounters with insistent 

steadiness and mounting loudness.  

     Meanwhile, Helen Ramirez and the endangered man’s bride meet 

and trade hostilities. Amy doesn’t understand why an abrasively 

judgmental rival doesn’t stand behind, or beside, Will. With a loaded 

gun. She’s not bound by non-violent principles. Helen reminds the 

visitor her spouse is no longer the older woman’s love interest. She’s 

moved on with her life.  

     On the other hand, what holds Amy back from defending her 

husband as she should? Being female doesn’t make a person 

powerless. Leaving a mate in the lurch will weaken both parties 

involved, destroying any trust one has in the other. Definitely not an 

optimal way to begin married life. 

     While Amy reconsiders the wisdom of inflexible pacifism, Kane 

rejects two final candidates for comrades-in-arms. Smoker Johnny’s 



too young, overconfident and inexperienced. Eye Patch Jimmy is little 

better than a soused blind man.  

     The ex-sheriff will have to take his chances alone.  

     Note how the director stacks odds against his hero, leaving him in 

isolation. Howard Hawks did. Which is why he created RIO BRAVO as 

refutation of a film perceived by him as unduly cynical, a calculatingly 

bleak depiction of an America immobilized by polite timidity. A place 

where selling out principles could be, and was, popularly rationalized 

as politically expedient, a justifiable means of surviving in a world 

threatened by twin evils of Communism and nuclear extermination.  

     In Hawks’ film a crippled old man teams with aggrieved female 

card shark, a drunken deputy, John Wayne’s combative lawman, and 

an untested youth. Together the unlikely bunch fend off a band of 

vengeful outlaws. Moral: Help is where you find it. If it’s not present 

when needed, that must be because the appellant didn’t treat people 

respectfully before a crisis arose. Right doesn’t need a lot of 

firepower. Just conviction and willingness to act. Hawks saw both 

elements alive and well in the United States. Zinnemann looked at the 

McCarthy inquisitions and didn’t. 

     From a technical standpoint, HIGH NOON deserves its encomiums. 

For the most part. Its screenplay, by Carl Foreman, is occasionally 

pleonastic, with a key word from one character’s final line of dialogue 

being repeated in the very next line by another performer. That’s 

puerile, poorly edited writing by any standard. 

     More engagingly, streamlined editing attains maximum efficiency 

here, matching real time with film time to steamroll suspense. 

Frequent interjections of ominously ticking timepieces ratchet up 

tension to a nearly unbearable pitch. Amplification of even mundane 



sounds lends each unique weight, constantly reminding of time’s 

passage and concurrent natural life in environs just beyond scope of 

the camera.  

     There’s memorable buildup when the noon train finally appears, its 

clacking wheels growing louder and louder as distance between them 

and the station ever diminishes. 

     Dmitri Tiomkin’s taut, rather melancholy score drives relentlessly 

forward. It starts off with a pleading ballad incorporating lyrics 

presenting a capsule version of the plot. Sometimes rhythm is 

synchronized to trotting horses. At other points it corresponds with 

mechanical strokes of a minute hand. Whether Russian or American in 

origin, the music unwaveringly sets a fatalistic tone. Precisely what 

this production required. 

     Despite being mostly shot at a studio ranch in the Los Angeles area, 

sets double well as late nineteenth century wooden structures. 

Omnipresent dust is the real mccoy, not industrial artifice. Props 

closely replicate details of antique counterparts, bringing the flavor of 

frontier life to a latter-day reproduction of it. 

     Interspersed close-ups of faces in confrontation magnify contrast. 

Pullback crane shots reveal details of layout orienting viewers 

dramatically to relative positions of noteworthy buildings: stable, 

railroad station, saloon, church, hotel, the Fuller house, Kane’s 

headquarters. Shooting in black-and-white under hazy skies cloaks  

drama in diverse grays, the same ethical color range a majority of 

upstanding citizens elect to lose themselves inside.  

     Lighting emphasizes polarization of people within the frame, where 

conflict is almost a given. This pattern repeats throughout the film’s 

runtime of an economical eighty-eight minutes. 



     While Grace Kelly makes an uncomfortably stiff, hard-nosed 

newlywed, Gary Cooper’s compensating agonized resolve fascinates. 

Thomas Mitchell is handed a thankless one hundred eighty degree 

flipflop speech which even his formidable acting skill can’t quite make 

believable. Equally unconvincing is Katy Jurado’s overpowering vocal 

delivery. She treats each word like lobbed hand grenade, possibly due 

to unfamiliarity with the English language. Zinnemann should have 

informed her too many stresses are just as damaging as too few. Lloyd 

Bridges shines in verbal exchanges with Cooper. He’s not so 

compelling when partnered with voice-of-doom Jurado or intent on  

drowning inadequacies in drink. Too many times in those contexts he 

gives the impression of merely responding to outside stimuli, 

employing conventional characterization in lieu of creating a unique 

personality audiences haven’t seen before and aren’t expecting.  

     This falling back to shallow stereotypes mars several other 

portrayals as well. Three of four villains are indistinguishable in 

motivation. Only Ben Miller, disposed to dally with the gentler sex 

and peevishly smash glass, has a visible inner life apart from 

companions.  

     Indeed, the crime of his brother is never stated. Nor are the 

circumstances in which it occurred. Maybe the guy is actually an 

innocent framed for a trespass he never committed. His henchmen, at 

any rate, prove far more loyal than Kane’s uncommitted erstwhile 

backers.   

     Surprisingly inspired achievements come from less familiar cast 

members: William Newell playing monocular Jimmy, Howland 

Chamberlain making a spiteful hotel clerk burn into memory, Sheb 

Woolley all impulsiveness and jitters as hooligan Ben Miller, Lon 



Chaney, Jr. dispensing cynical wisdom from disillusioned former 

guardian of the law Martin Howe. 

     If falling short of a position at the very top of classic westerns in 

quality, HIGH NOON is still quite high on the ladder of 

accomplishment in that genre. It’s worthy of repeated viewings with a  

production design that merits study by anyone interested in American 

cinema during its peak glory years.  

     Due to unsavory violence in the final reel and a clear indictment of 

democracy as weak and ineffective, it should not be on the agenda of 

preteen audiences. For others, it’s a must. No matter how offensive 

HIGH NOON’s philosophical underpinnings might be. 

     Artisan Entertainment’s dvd release includes a number of bonuses, 

all of which follow the legendary line about how the film came to be 

made and what influenced its director, producers, and scripter.  

     “The Making of High Noon,” with host Leonard Maltin, features 

short anecdotal interviews of Lloyd Bridges, Fred Zinnemann, and 

Stanley Kramer. It runs twenty-two minutes.  

     An audio commentary showcases remarks and insider information 

supplied by children of filmmaking principals: Maria Cooper–Janis, 

Tim Zinnemann, Jonathan Foreman, and John Ritter.  

     “Behind High Noon” is a ten-minute documentary from 2002  

rehashing what has already been communicated in other special 

features.  

     A five-minute radio broadcast with Tex Ritter from the Ralph Emery 

Show concludes the extras. 

    Is this truly the best western ever made? Watch it and decide for 

yourself.  

                  


